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What is Scratch?

Scratch is a computer-based program to help teach kids at a young age how to 

code.

Scratch helps kids think creatively, reason systematically, and work 

collaboratively (being essential skills to have in the 21st century).

The program scratch was created and designed at MIT by Mitchel Resnick (mres on 

Scratch) and Andrés Monroy-Hernández (andresmh on Scratch).

They wanted to teach kids all over the world how to code.



Who uses scratch?

- Scratch is made for people 

ranging in age from 8-16

- But can be used by anyone 

learning to code

- Scratch is an interactive 

platform making coding fun 

and exciting for beginners



Why is Scratch Helpful?

The creators of Scratch created coding blocks to show difficult code broken down 

into simpler terms. 



Advancement from scratch

From learning Scratch these skills of beginner code can launch you into other 

languages. For example, during Artemis we went from Scratch, to html/CSS, Java, 

Python, Python with Turtles, and now working with Micro Bit.



Learning the 

Basics

In scratch the blocks help 

show code in easier format 

for kids. There are many 

sections in scratch and in 

the sections there are 

blocks. 

These sections include: 

Motion, Looks, Sound, Events, 

Control, Sensing, 

Operators, Variables, and 

My Blocks. 

Motion Looks

Events Sounds



Control

Sensing and Operators



Now we’re going to code a game on Scratch called Underwater 

Tag!

- This game is about making a sprite chase another sprite while earning points.



Add a Nice Background

Since this is an Underwater Based game, Choose 

a background that best fits the theme. Or don’t, 

you can always choose something else.



Get two Sprites for the Game

These are the sprites that we are going 

to use, and they both have specific 

functions that we need to code in order 

for the game to work.

So, let’s begin.



Code For Star Sprite

The Octopus sprite needs to touch 

the star in order to get points. So, 

you need to program the Star to 

move randomly around the backdrop 

so it’s hard for the player to get it. 

Get the “When Green Flag is clicked” 

Event block, and connected it with a 

Forever loop. Then put a “Glide to a 

Random Position”  block  from 

Basics, and put it in the Forever 

loop.



Making the sprite that will chase the 

star

To make the sprite be able to move 

across the screen use these two 

event blocks so when the right or 

left arrow key is pressed it’ll move 

10 steps to the right or left.



Next . . .

To make the sprite earn points 

whenever it touches the star, 

these blocks will be used. 

Create an event block so that 

when the flag is clicked the 

following blocks can carry out 

what you’ve set them to do.

Have an “If then”  block go into 

a forever block so that if the 

sprite is touching the star then 

change the score by 1. The 

forever block makes  this goes 

on forever.



Making the Scoreboard:

To make the scoreboard, create a variable 

by going to the variables section and click on 

“make a variable”. Call this variable “Score” 

and make it appear for all sprites.

Using the block below, select the Score 

variable and make it go up by 1.



Reset the scoreboard:

To reset the scoreboard, 

create another “if then” 

statement that will go 

underneath the other one. This 

block will also go into the 

forever block. 

Use a sensing block so that if 

the spacebar is pressed, then 

the score will reset to 0. 

(The key used to reset the score 

can be any key!)

Use a variable block to set the 

score to 0.



The code for the Octopus sprite! 

To play the game, click here! > https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/414448134/ 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/414448134/


Scratch for the Future

Scratch opens up many doors to advanced coding and more sophisticated 

games

- https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/105974/ 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/105974/

